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About the novel : Zalán is the kind of 
boy who much prefers comic books to 

playing computer war games. On one not 

particularly lovely day, an old gentleman 

by the name of Chairleg pays young 

Zalán a call. He behaves rather 

strangely and informs Zalán that his 

parents are not actually his parents 
but copies, and convinces the boy 

that his mother and father have been 

kidnapped by Boxvillers. The young 

boy is left with little choice other than 

to go with the old man. It’s the only 

chance that Zalán stands of ever seeing 

his real parents again. Our young hero is 

introduced to Chairleg’s extraordinary 

world, meets a whole family of water imps 

and a goat by the name of Jónás before 

finding himself confronted by dragons in a 

smoky city powered by steam machines: 

Boxville.  

As in all the best stories, this is a tale of 

the battle between good and evil. The 
power of Boxville’s tyrannical ruler appears to be gaining strength by the hour while 

the once strong and always kindly Charleg seems to be losing his. 

And who exactly is Chairleg? 
“Very many years ago, two meteors towed his enormous house through the star- filled skies! 

They leapt and frolicked around it like dolphins playing by the bow of a speeding boat. If he 
ever felt like it, he held out a cup and drank his fill from the Milky Way or took a ride on a 
galactic spiral just for the fun of it. He played football with lifeless planets using a black hole 

as his goal and lit his pipe from the flames of burning stars.” 
 



Creation and destruction lock horns in a struggle for supremacy: “Either Boxville falls 

or everything else fails that possesses any worth in this world.” 

István Lakatos’ fantastical tale is an entertaining, exhilarating and 

enchanting story for children – and for adults who like to read something 

with an uplifting and worthwhile message. 

The book is illustrated by the author and accompanied by a two-page 

comic story insert. 
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